YOUTHFUL FOLLIES OF WOMEN GROWN

Letters to Be Read in Smell Will Cause Tears and Troubling.

MAYC SEE GOLDEN GLITTER

Write Teacher Ministers to and Women in New York, New York City, A Word, With Coming Sunday.

FLYNN, Jan. 1.-Envelopes can be obtained in a small size, or the number of envelopes of any style or pattern can be specified in the order. The envelopes are made of high-quality paper, and are printed with a variety of designs. They are available in a range of colors and styles to suit any occasion.

SOCIETY BELLE ENGAGED

DAUGHTER OF SENATOR PHELPS TO MARRY

Culmination of Yearly Romance. New War to Be Beguiled, but Story Breaks Out.

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 5.-High lights of the event of the moment have been the romance of the moment, with the story of the daughter of a senator to be married.

Miss Robinson, the younger daughter of Senator Phelps, is a common sensation in San Francisco, and thousands of dollars have been spent by her father to prevent the marriage. Miss Robinson is now engaged to be married to a man who is a member of the railroad company.

HEBURN BILL NOT NEEDED

Presides Recognition Requirements for Centennial of Independence.

GLOBOSITZ, May 4.-The centennial of the independence of the United States has been marked by the presentation of a bill to the legislature. The bill is known as the "Heburn Bill," and it is intended to provide for the recognition of the contributions of the citizenry to the country.

CEREMONY OF SIMPLICITY

Judge of Mayor Taylor's Marriage to Be Held at the Palais Royal.

WASHINGTON, July 4.-The marriage of Mayor Taylor to Miss Frenzy will be held at the Palais Royal on Thursday afternoon. The ceremony will be simple and unpretentious, and the guests will consist only of the immediate family of the bride and groom.

BROTHERHOOD IS "BROKE"

Universal Cooperative Brotherhood, Whose Charter Is in Spain for the Assistance of the Poor, Settles in Dumbarton.

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 5.-The Cooperative Brotherhood, whose charter is in Spain, for the assistance of the poor, has settled in Dumbarton. The brotherhood is now known as the "Universal Cooperative Brotherhood," and it is intended to provide for the education of the poor and the advancement of the community.

FRIED FAT FROM MINERS

Fried Fat From Mines, as seen in the Mining District of Nevada.

PROOF LIFE OUTLINED TOO MUCH FOR EXCHANGES.

Universal Cooperative Brotherhood, Whose Charter Is in Spain for the Assistance of the Poor, Settles in Dumbarton.

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 5.-The Cooperative Brotherhood, whose charter is in Spain, for the assistance of the poor, has settled in Dumbarton. The brotherhood is now known as the "Universal Cooperative Brotherhood," and it is intended to provide for the education of the poor and the advancement of the community.

WILL CENTER WITH LEADERS


SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 5.-The Atlantic Portals Presidency, according to the New York Times, will be defined today by Bryan. The definition will be based on the principles of the Democratic Party, and will be presented to the public in a speech to be delivered at the Atlantic Portals.

FLAT RATE TOO HIGH

Custis Parets Beg Rerent for Reduction in Freight.

The Great Railroad Movers.

Parsley, Jan. 5.-The Great Railroad Movers are expected to arrive here today, and will be greeted with a enthusiastic reception. The company is composed of the leading railroad companies of the country, and is expected to make a significant contribution to the railroading industry.

WHEAT RATE TOO HIGH

Wilson Aide Operation, for Reduction in Freight.

Bank Falls at Louisville, Ohio.

BRIEF NEWS BY TELEGRAPH

GRIP ALL AROUND

To advertise your new or used goods, success! A low cost. We will do our part at cut rates for 30 DAYS

CUT RATES

A ten-cent guarantee with the Sears, Roebuck and Co., for a year in all goods, 50c. to $5.00. Price as low as $5.00. Everything first class. Lady specialists.

Boston Dentists

A. New England St. 46. Portland.